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ABSTRACT. In this study, persuasion theory was used to develop the following predictions about use of humor in persuasive messages for business ethics training: (a) cartoon drawings will enhance persuasion by creating liking for the source, (b) ironic wisecracks will enhance persuasion by serving as a distraction from counterarguments, and (c) self-effacing humor will enhance persuasion by improving source credibility. Canadian business students (N = 148) participated in 1 of 4 versions of “The Ethics Challenge,” a training exercise used by the Lockheed Martin Corporation. Three versions were modified by adding or removing cartoon drawings (of cartoon characters Dilbert and Dogbert) and humorous responses (Dogbert’s wisecracks). Removing the cartoon drawings had little effect on persuasiveness. Removing ironic wisecracks had more effect, and interfering with the self-effacing combination of cartoons and wisecracks had the strongest effect. The results suggest that researchers should ground their predictions in existing theory and that practitioners should differentiate among humor types.
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HUMOR IS WIDELY USED as an aid to persuasive messages such as advertisements and lesson plans. Humor is presumed to aid in persuasion in both advertising (Heinecke, 1997) and education (Wallinger, 1997), but empirical research has rarely been able to demonstrate these effects (Bryant, Comisky, Crane, & Zillmann, 1980; Gruner & Freshley, 1979). It is not yet clear whether the investment of time and effort in the use of humor in persuasion is justified. In the present study, persuasion theory was used to develop predictions about the effectiveness of humor.
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Persuasion has been defined as a successful, intentional effort at influencing another's mental state through communication, assuming the person to be persuaded has some measure of freedom (O'Keefe, 1990). By "mental state," O'Keefe seems to mean attitude. One theory of persuasion that is well established, despite occasional challenges (e.g., Kruglanski & Thompson, 1999), is the elaboration likelihood model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). According to this theory, receivers assess persuasive messages differently depending on (among other things) their involvement with the issue. If the issue is salient to them, then they will focus systematically on the message itself and analyze it according to traditional criteria such as logos, pathos, and ethos. If they find the argument compelling, they will become convinced. This is known as systematic processing (Chaiken, 1980) or the central route to persuasion (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981).

However, when the issue is less urgent, people are willing to rely on heuristic factors such as source qualities and situational elements. This is known as heuristic processing (Chaiken, 1980) or the peripheral route to persuasion (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981). Some writers have argued that heuristic/peripheral processing is the convenient, natural, or default mode and that receivers use the other mode only when they are exceptionally involved in an issue (e.g., Stroebe, 1999).

The heuristic/peripheral factors that are considered by receivers include (a) the credibility of the source, in terms of both expertise (Hennigan, Cook, & Gruder, 1982) and lack of self-interested motives (Eagly & Chaiken, 1975); (b) whether the source is likable, in terms of both being attractive (Mills & Harvey, 1972) and being similar to the receiver (Mackie & Worth, 1989); and (c) situational factors such as whether the receiver feels comfortable (Jorgensen, 1998).

One way that humor might be effective in persuasion is by creating positive affect (Kuiper, McKenzie, & Belanger, 1995). According to persuasion theory, people who are in a good mood are less likely to disagree with a persuasive message (Freedman, Sears, & Carlsmith, 1978) and more likely to rely on heuristic/peripheral cues (Bless & Schwarz, 1999). Humor has been shown to produce such positive affect (Moran, 1996); therefore, I predicted that the use of any humor would increase the effectiveness of a persuasive message.

Another way that humor might be effective in persuasion is by increasing liking for the source. In particular, the choice of humor might illustrate a shared sense of humor that hints at a similar set of underlying values (Meyer, 1997). Students have been shown to have a preference for cartoon humor (Burns, 1999), and cartoons in textbooks have been linked to a relaxed learning environment (Carpenter, 1997). It has been suggested that moods during a persuasive message might be attributed to the source (Sinclair, Mark, & Clore, 1994). Thus, I predicted that the use of cartoon humor would increase the effectiveness of a persuasive message among students.

Another way that humor might be effective in persuasion is to block systematic/central processing by distracting receivers from constructing counterarguments (Osterhouse & Brock, 1970). This effect has been confirmed repeatedly.
(e.g., Romero, Agnew, & Insko, 1996) and has even been observed using “zany films” as the distraction (Festinger & Maccoby, 1964). The effect may be even stronger when ironic humor is used. To understand irony, one must process not only the surface meaning of a statement but also its ironic meaning (Giora & Fein, 1999). Thus, I predicted that the use of ironic humor would increase the effectiveness of a persuasive message.

Another way that humor might be effective in persuasion is to increase trust in the source (Hampes, 1999). It has been shown that people who are speaking (or seem to be speaking) against their own self-interest enjoy great credibility (e.g., Walster, Aronson, & Abrahams, 1966). Therefore, I modified versions of the study materials by introducing or removing cartoon characters (Dilbert and Dogbert) and their wisecracks. Since Dilbert cartoons make fun of management (Johnson, 1997), any use of these cartoons by management should probably be considered self-effacing. Thus, I predicted that the use of self-effacing humor by a source would increase the effectiveness of a persuasive message.

**Method**

**Participants**

The participants were 148 adults enrolled in the introductory business course at a large Canadian university. Seventy of the participants (47%) were men and 78 (53%) were women. There was remarkable homogeneity of age, probably because the participants had entered the program directly from high school. Ninety-six of the participants (65%) were 19 years old, and 140 of them (95%) fell in the 18- to 20-year-old age range.

The participants had an average of 2.6 years of part-time work experience and negligible full-time work experience, averaging less than 5 months. At the time of the experiment, 89 of the participants (60%) held part-time jobs. There was a significant level of cultural diversity, with only 86 participants (58%) having lived their entire lives in North America.

Although business students were expected to be familiar with Dilbert (Zielinski, 2000), 57 of the participants (39%) reported that they had not seen a Dilbert cartoon.

**Materials**

Mini-cases were taken from “The Ethics Challenge,” a board game that Lockheed Martin uses to persuade its employees to call on company officials when faced with an ethical dilemma. A copy of the original version of the game was provided by Carol R. Marshall, then vice president of Ethics and Business Conduct (personal communication, August 11, 1997).

The training is conducted each year with every employee. In small groups,
the employees read mini-case descriptions and related questions, then select one of four multiple-choice answers. Then the leader (a Lockheed Martin manager) reveals the score assigned to each choice by a team of ethics officers and explains the reasoning behind it.

In addition to the four official choices, there is a fifth response that is a wisecrack from Scott Adams's cartoon character Dogbert. Adams had approval over the material and rewrote 35 of the 50 wisecracks to make them more true to the character (Raugust, 1998).

The following is Case File Number 17, as an example: "You work in a purchasing department and have been asked to select a vendor for an upcoming purchase. One of the competing companies is owned by your manager's spouse. Your manager told you that she wants you to make the decision all on your own, and to take care not to give any extra consideration to her husband's bid. In your judgment, the husband's bid has the best value. How are you going to handle this?" The four multiple choice answers are "(a) select the husband's bid and make the purchase, (b) talk to the Legal Department, (c) tell your manager you're uncomfortable making this decision without first discussing it with the Ethics Office, and (d) select the second best bid and make the purchase." The fifth response (wisecrack) is "Try to break up the marriage."

Paul Haney, director of ethics and corporate compliance programs for Lockheed Martin, expressed faith in the effectiveness of humor by saying, "People relate to 'Dilbert' and find it to be non-threatening. The characters can say what people are really thinking. . . . The cartoon breaks down a lot of barriers in discussing delicate situations that people encounter in their jobs" (Carey, 1998).

Manipulation

A small panel of students from a local institute of technology was convened. This panel rejected mini-cases that were found to be not very funny or that tended to lead participants to prefer one response over another. From the 50 mini-cases that were provided in the game, 6 were selected for inclusion in the experiment, 1 from each category specified by Lockheed Martin (honesty, integrity, responsibility, trust, respect, and citizenship).

Then four versions of each of the mini-cases were prepared. One quarter of the participants saw the intact version, which had an ironic wisecrack (signified by a small drawing of Dogbert) as the fifth choice and a cartoon drawing of Dilbert in the upper right corner. Another quarter of the participants saw a different version, which retained the Dilbert graphics but had no ironic wisecrack, instead offering "I prefer not to answer" as the fifth choice. The third group saw a version that retained the ironic wisecrack, but used no Dilbert graphics. Instead, there was a drawing of Zeus (serving as a generic Greek figure) in the upper right corner and only a small arrow to indicate the fifth choice. The final group of
participants saw a version that included neither the Dilbert graphics nor the wise-crack. Instead it had the graphic of Zeus, the small arrow, and the response "I prefer not to answer."

These four versions became the treatment levels of the independent variable, humor.

Procedure

Experimental packets, prepared in a randomized order, were distributed to the participants. The facilitator read a scripted introduction, which included brief information about the history of Lockheed Martin and the development of its ethics program. Participants filled out an informed consent form and reported whether they had seen Dilbert cartoons, whether they liked them, and whether they agreed with Dilbert's point of view. They also completed four standardized items for purposes unrelated to this study.

Persuasion, the dependent variable, was assessed both directly with descriptive adjective ratings (Derks & Berkowitz, 1989) and indirectly with behavioral intentions. Authors in the field of persuasion have suggested that behavioral intentions, while poor predictors of behavior, can serve as effective indicators of attitude change (e.g., Albarracin, 1998).

In a pilot study conducted before the present study, a group of employees had been asked, "Given what you know about the Lockheed Martin company, which of these words do you think apply to it?" The words chosen most frequently were successful, serious, ethical, caring, and fun. In the present study, both before and after working through the six mini-cases, the participants rated the five adjectives on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from does not apply (1) to applies very well (5).

Both before and after working through the mini-cases, participants rated six sources that they might consult when they had an ethics question. These were their behavioral intentions. Four of the items were expected to show gain scores (the ethics office, the ethics help line, the legal department, and their manager), and two were expected to show reduced scores (co-workers and friends or family). For example, participants were asked, "If you worked for Lockheed Martin and had to make a decision on an ethical issue, whom would you likely contact for advice?" They rated each response on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from very unlikely (1) to very likely (5).

When all participants had finished the preliminary section, they read the first mini-case and selected their answers. The facilitator revealed the scores assigned by the ethics officers for each choice and their justifications from the Leader's Guide (Lockheed Martin, 1997) that accompanied "The Ethics Challenge" game material. Participants then moved on to the next mini-case until all six had been completed.

Finally, the participants rated the aspects of the game that they had found entertaining, completed posttests of attitude and behavioral intention, and
provided minimal demographic information (age, gender, years of experience, and years living in North America). When all experimental packets had been collected, the participants were debriefed on the experiment and had the opportunity to discuss any questions or issues.

Results

Non-directional tests and an alpha level of .05 were adopted throughout.

In a test for biased assignment, one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) detected no differences among the treatment groups in terms of age, gender, full-time work experience, part-time work experience, or years living in North America (all $p$ values > .25). As a manipulation test, one-way ANOVA demonstrated that there was a significant difference in reporting that the mini-cases were entertaining among the four humor treatment groups, $F(3, 138) = 6.86, p < .001$.

In a test of the effectiveness of the intact version of "The Ethics Challenge," the results of paired $t$ tests verified that participants who had been given that version increased their intention to consult the ethics office, $t(34) = 3.53, p = .001$, power = .9291, the ethics help line, $t(34) = 3.36, p = .002$, power = .9025, and the legal department, $t(34) = 2.69, p = .011$, power = .7430, and they decreased their intention to consult friends or family, $t(34) = -3.27, p = .003$, power = .8881. In terms of the adjective list, participants ranked only serious, $t(33) = 4.15, p < .001$, power = .9807, and ethical, $t(34) = 2.99, p = .005$, power = .8264, as significantly more applicable after the administration of the mini-cases. All of the elements had moved in the expected direction, with the exception of the descriptive adjective fun.

The research predictions were then assessed. In anticipation of small effects, specific predictions had been made about the effects so that planned (a priori) comparisons could be made between pairs of means. Independent $t$ tests were used to make these comparisons. To maintain rigor, I prepared adjusted alphas using the Benjamani and Hochberg procedure for false discovery rate that has most recently been recommended (Keselman, Cribbie, & Holland, 1999; Williams, Jones, & Tukey, 1999). In this procedure, relationships are ranked according to decreasing significance. An alpha-prime of $1 - (1 - \alpha)^{1/4} = .01274$ is applied to the first relationship, $1 - (1 - \alpha)^{1/3} = .01695$ to the second one, and so forth.

Because it was a goal of "The Ethics Challenge" to convince employees to call on the Ethics Office, it was presumed that the gain scores for intention to consult the Ethics Office would show the most effect. Indeed, that was the only measure of the dependent variable to achieve significance according to the Benjamani and Hochberg procedure.

The first prediction was that participants who saw items with the humor removed altogether would not develop the "good mood" that was presumed to enhance the effectiveness of the persuasive message. Gain scores for the intact version were contrasted with those using no humor at all. Removing all the humor
reduced the gain score for reported intention to consult the Ethics Office, \(t(57) = -2.37, p = .021\).

The second prediction was that participants who saw items with the cartoon drawings removed would not develop the liking of the source that was presumed to enhance the effectiveness of the persuasive message. Gain scores for the intact version were contrasted with those for the version with only the ironic wisecracks. Removing the cartoons reduced the gain score for reported intention to consult the Ethics Office, \(t(53) = -2.33, p = .024\).

The third prediction was that participants who saw items from which the ironic wisecracks had been removed would not experience the distraction that was presumed to enhance the effectiveness of the persuasive message. Gain scores for the intact version were contrasted with those for the version with only the cartoon drawings. Removing the wisecracks reduced the gain score for reported intention to consult the Ethics Office, \(t(62) = -2.56, p = .013\).

The last prediction was that participants who saw items without the combination of ironic wisecracks and cartoon drawings would not perceive the self-effacing context that was presumed to enhance the effectiveness of the persuasive message. Gain scores for the intact version were contrasted with those for the version with only one element of the humor. Removing either the wisecracks or the cartoons reduced the gain score for reported intention to consult the Ethics Office, \(t(48) = -2.80, p = .007\).

There was also some variance in gain scores for intention to consult the Ethics Help Line. These gain scores were reduced by removing the wisecracks, \(t(61) = -2.55, p = .013\), and by removing the self-effacing context, \(t(46) = -2.37, p = .022\), but not at the level of significance required by the Benjamani and Hochberg procedure. The descriptive adjective measures provided no significant results except that removing the wisecrack reduced the gain score for agreeing with the descriptive adjective serious, \(t(65) = -2.32, p = .023\).

Because many participants had not seen Dilbert cartoons, ANOVAs were conducted on all measures of the dependent variable to see if that lack of exposure had any effect. Only one significant difference was found. Those who had not seen Dilbert cartoons reported less increase in their agreement with the descriptive adjective ethical, \(F(1, 138) = 7.40, p = .007\).

**Discussion**

In this study, theoretical predictions from persuasion theory about when humor would and would not support persuasion were tested empirically. The findings gave some support to the predictions.

Past research has suggested that humor can compensate for weak arguments (Cline & Kellaris, 1999), but the effects in this case were expected to be small. Although humor was the independent variable in the present study, its role in the original instrument was only to “add spice.” As a peripheral element of “The
Ethics Challenge,” its effects were expected to be small. However, it was the difference among the treatment conditions that was of interest in this study rather than the magnitude of the overall effect.

Of all the measures of persuasion, only the intent to consult the Ethics Office demonstrated strong differences among the humor conditions. This was to be expected because an Ethics Office was a new concept for participants, and it was mentioned in several of the mini-case answers. Furthermore, the mini-cases for “The Ethics Challenge” were written by ethics officers from the various business units of Lockheed Martin. Although participants may have entered the experiment with robust preconceived notions about managers and the legal department, they were more receptive to information about the Ethics Office.

The effects of simply removing or retaining the humor, while significant at the $p < .05$ level, were small in magnitude. If the experiment had stopped there, the conclusion might have been that humor produced only minor positive effects. However, differentiating among types of humor revealed that the cartoon drawings alone produced little effect. Participants did not even report that the sponsor was more fun when there were cartoon drawings present. These findings contradicted the claims of enthusiasts (e.g., Hill, 1988) but were in accordance with the findings of previous scholarly research (e.g., Bryant, Brown, Silberberg, & Elliott, 1981).

The effect of removing ironic wisecracks was stronger, suggesting that there were persuasive benefits specific to the use of irony. This was consistent with the claim that irony would require dual processing (Giora & Fein, 1999) and serve as a distraction, and with the knowledge that distraction tasks interfere with the creation and rehearsal of subvocal counterarguments (Osterhouse & Brock, 1970). Humor that engages listeners in such a process seems to create more persuasive effect than visual humor that can be more passively observed.

The self-effacing combination of the ironic wisecracks with the cartoon drawings was the most effective of all, suggesting strong persuasive advantages specific to the combination of these ironic wisecracks and these cartoon drawings. Because Scott Adams had approval on this humor and is a successful humorist, it is not surprising that the interaction of his cartoon drawings and ironic wisecracks was particularly effective. There was some evidence that these benefits were due to increased credibility gained through self-effacing humor. The existence of both the cartoon drawings and the ironic wisecracks was slightly correlated with an increase in the selection of the descriptive adjective serious as applicable to the sponsor, although it did not quite reach statistical significance, $r = .166, p < .053$.

The findings also suggested that “The Ethics Challenge” was a very effective instrument for persuasion, even in the altered form adopted for this study. For this study, the game had been stripped of its introductory and closing videotape segments, which featured the chief executive officer taking some ribbing from the cartoon characters Dilbert and Dogbert. It had also been stripped of its colorful
game pieces, game board with bonus cards, and humorous wall posters. Most important, the small group interactions were removed in order to focus the study at the individual level. Nonetheless, the intact version of the mini-cases was able to generate significant changes in the expected directions for almost all measures of the dependent variable.

Differentiating among forms of humor seems to have produced more specific results, and grounding predictions in persuasion theory (as opposed to humor theory) helped make the results more interpretable. Tight controls for internal validity, though limiting the generalizability of the results, produced results that could safely be attributed to the humor manipulation. The classroom setting seemed to be a useful compromise between the sterile laboratory and uncontrolled field observations.

Future researchers could draw on more experienced participants (such as returning, mature graduate students) to improve the external validity of the results. To find stronger effects, researchers should focus directly on the predicted mechanisms for the persuasive effects. For example, the distraction effects of processing irony could be assessed directly by measuring response times.

Practitioners who want to use humor in persuasion—including educators, advertisers, and politicians—should consider that ironic humor may be more effective than cartoon drawings and that self-effacing humor may be the most effective of all. In addition, they should consider that the effects produced by humor may be too small to compensate for any weaknesses in the persuasive message itself.
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